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Abstract
Information visualization as a field is growing rapidly in popularity since the first information visualization conference in 1995.
However, as a consequence of its growth, it is increasingly difficult to follow the growing body of literature within the field.
Survey papers and literature reviews are valuable tools for managing the great volume of previously published research papers,
and the quantity of survey papers in visualization has reached a critical mass. To this end, this survey paper takes a quantum
step forward by surveying and classifying literature survey papers in order to help researchers understand the current landscape
of Information Visualization. It is, to our knowledge, the first survey of survey papers (SoS) in Information Visualization. This
paper classifies survey papers into natural topic clusters which enables readers to find relevant literature and develops the
first classification of classifications. The paper also enables researchers to identify both mature and less developed research
directions as well as identify future directions. It is a valuable resource for both newcomers and experienced researchers in and
outside the field of Information Visualization and Visual Analytics.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): [Human-centered computing]: Visualization—Information visual-
ization
1. Introduction and Motivation
"It used to be that SIGGRAPH was the only place that would pub-
lish computer graphics papers, and so all you had to do was read
the SIGGRAPH Conference Proceedings and you knew you were
up to date. But nowadays there’s lots of other journals and it takes
more and more effort to make sure that you know what’s hap-
pening." This quote is taken from Jim Blinn’s renowned keynote
speech at SIGGRAPH 98 [Bli98]. Decades later this theme is still
considered one of the most important challenges for research in any
field.
Information Visualization is a rapidly evolving research field de-
fined as "the communication of abstract data through the use of
interactive visual interfaces" [KMSZ06]. Because of this, many re-
searchers spend countless hours on research and development of
Information Visualization techniques only to discover that research
on a given topic has already been published. Survey papers and
literature reviews are valuable and critical tools for managing the
great number of previously published research papers. However
even the number of survey papers themselves has reached a crit-
ical mass, thus inspiring a quantum step forward.
In this first undertaking of a survey of surveys (SoS), we aim to
present the landscape of rapidly evolving research within Informa-
tion Visualization. In order to emphasize open directions for future
work, we present literature reviews of papers that survey research
topics, and extract essential information from them systematically
as a guide for both newcomers and experts in the field and be-
yond. We then classify over 80 survey papers to examine trends
and themes that have recently been published. Our contributions to
the field include:
• A quantum step in literature review papers presenting the first
meta-survey, i.e. a ‘Survey of Surveys’ (SoS).
• A novel classification of survey literature in the field of Infor-
mation Visualization, which can be used as a guide for new re-
searchers or a tool for field experts.
• The first classification of literature classification schemes.
• A structured overview of both mature and less developed future
research directions that cover the domain of Information Visual-
ization.
1.1. Literature-based Challenges in the Field
There are at least three major difficult challenges within this field:
1. Understanding what has been already been done: Many re-
searchers end up losing time due to challenges associated with
literature searches. As the Information Visualization landscape
grows, so does the number of papers, conferences, and journals.
This makes it increasingly difficult to find topic related papers.
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Conference
Related
Papers
The Annual EuroVis Conference 20
IEEE TVCG Journal 18
IEEE Pacific Visualization Symposium 2
IEEE VAST Conference 3
The Annual Eurographics Conference 3
Journal of Visual Languages & Computing 2
Information Visualization Journal 5
Computer Graphics Forum 3
ACM Computing Surveys 0
Other 30
Total: 86
Table 1: A list of literature sources we search for survey papers,
with the quantity of papers identified from each. For paper search-
ing, we use IEE Xplore [iee16], ACM Digital Library [acm16],
Google Scholar [sch16], and Vispubdata [IHK∗17]
2. Understanding what areas in the domain have yet to be ex-
plored: A researcher may not be truly sure whether a paper does
not exist. This is a logical uncertainty. Until the point a paper is
discovered, a researcher may still be unsure whether their devel-
opment has been explored or not.
3. Making sure your discoveries are not ignored: Papers are pub-
lished to present discoveries in their field. However, due to the
volume of published material, papers can be missed, forgot-
ten, or reinvented. This challenge is also highlighted by Jim
Blinn [Bli98].
The SoS aims to address these challenges by surveying a col-
lection of over 80 survey papers to enable a quick overview of
the scope of research directions, what has already been done, and
which directions are more open for research. We provide system-
atic summaries of these survey papers for those with interest in the
field. This serves as a valuable starting point for young researchers
and a practical reference guide for field experts. We also believe this
survey of surveys will reach audiences beyond the field of informa-
tion visualization and visual analytics, and entice more researches
towards the area.
1.2. Literature Search Methodology
Our survey search methodology includes a combination of linear-
search and relation-search. Our starting point includes review-
ing previous EuroVis State-of-the-Art (STAR) papers. The linear
search focuses on looking at each journal or conference and check-
ing each paper that includes keywords such as ’Survey’, ’Taxon-
omy’, or ’State-of-the-Art’. The relation-search includes searching
the references of each survey paper for related survey papers.
Sources that are searched within our SoS following this method-
ology are summarized in Table 1. Our survey paper search lasted
over a year.
Figure 1: The original Information Visualization Pipeline model
created by Card et al. [CMS99] which we adapt to design our mod-
ified classification.
1.3. Classification Overview
In order to classify each survey, we develop categorical dimensions.
The dimensions are derived from previously published and well-
known literature based on:
1. An adapted Information Visualization pipeline model originally
presented by Card et al. [CMS99]. A visual aid to this pipeline
can be found in Figure 1.
2. Subject-based clusters guided by SurVis [BKW16] and the sur-
vey paper topics themselves.
Both of these dimensions are explained in greater detail in Sections
1.3.1 and 1.3.2.
1.3.1. The Information Visualization Pipeline
The Information Visualization pipeline model we use to classify
the surveys is based on that presented by Card et al. in their classic
book ’Readings in Information Visualization’ [CMS99] (See Fig-
ure 1). The pipeline describes the transition of raw data into a vi-
sualization which is visible to a user. This consists of (1) raw data
transformed into data tables via the use of data transformations. (2)
Data tables transformed into visual structures via the use of visual
mappings. (3) Visual structures transformed into views via the use
of view transformations. The final step is (4) User input manipulat-
ing the data in order to feed back into the pipeline. For the purpose
of the SoS, the pipeline is adapted in order to facilitate the catego-
rization process. The following pipeline stages are used.
1. Data Enhancement & Transformation - Data Enhancement
and Transformation is used to describe the raw data that is trans-
formed or enhanced in order to derive a data structure(s) that
can be used for visualization. The classification also includes
how the data is captured and how the data is classified. Survey
papers that are data-centric are placed in this category.
2. Visual Mapping & Structure - Visual Mapping and Structure
defines the techniques to visualise data or data structures. This
section also examines how a visualization is structured, such as
how the mapping is used or the facets that are included. This
category involves mapping the enhanced data to visual primi-
tives, for example, color, opacity, textures, and geometry such
as points, edges, as well as 2D and 3D shapes. Survey papers
with an emphasis on visual mapping and structure are catego-
rized here.
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Figure 2: A histogram providing the frequency of surveys found for each year mapped along the x-axis. each bar represents one year whilst
the y-axis provides the amount of survey papers found for each year that meet our scope (Section 1.4). The colored bars represent a further
breakdown of the survey papers based on their given classification dimension (discussed in Section 1.3.1). The visualization is taken from the
SoS literature browser [McN17].
3. Exploration and Rendering - The three common types of view
transformation are location probes that use location to reveal ad-
ditional information, viewpoint controls which are used to scale
or translate a view, and distortions which modify the visual
structure [CMS99]. Exploration and Rendering looks at these
transformations along with the rendered representation views
and projections. This is the presented state a visualization takes
upon completion and aims to present the data to the user. Survey
papers with a focus on rendering and exploration are classified
here.
4. Interactive Analysis - Analysis refers to how the user provides
feedback to a visualization. A user can connect with a visualiza-
tion manually, by modifying or transforming a view state, or by
reviewing the use, effectiveness, and their knowledge on the vi-
sualization. This also includes selection protocols and mapping
techniques such as task taxonomy or other viariations of selec-
tion. Survey papers with a focus on interactive analysis or tasks
are placed here.
5. Perception - Perception examines the cognitive interperatation
of a visualization from the perspective of a user. Perception
can be viewed through the design and creation of user studies
or papers relating the visual system to Information Visualiza-
tion. Survey papers emphasizing perception and user-studies are
placed in this category.
These components form the basis of the first dimension of our clas-
sification. Figure 2 provides a breakdown of these classification by
year.
1.3.2. Subject-based Clusters
Literature and subject-based clusters group similarly focused sur-
vey papers. SurVis [BKW16, McN17] is used as an aid in order
to discover and diagnose suitable clusters, exploring keywords re-
lated to each paper. Survey papers that cite previous survey papers
create natural topic clusters that are taken into account within our
subject-based clusters. The subject clusters are as follows – Data-
Centric contains literature that focus on types of data, or data itself.
Multivariate & Hierarchical focus on structured data, or data that
visualizes many dimensions. Graphs and Networks focus on liter-
• Data-Centric  Data-Types
 Text-Focus
•Multivariate &
Hierarchical
 Hierarchical
 High-Dimensional
Overview
 Parallel Coordinates
 Glyphs
• Graphs & Networks  Graphs
 Networks
• Geospace + Time  Temporal
 Geospatial
• Coordinated Multiple Views
• Real-World &
Applications
 Finance
 Healthcare
 Security
 Systems
 SoftVis
 Frameworks
• Overview
 Focus+Context
 Provenance
 General
Table 2: Hierarchy of subject-based clusters.
ature that discusses nodes and edges used in visualization, usually
standard 2D views. Geospace+Time review surveys with that look
at dimensional data. Coordinated Multiple Views (CMVs) centers
around literature that examines the coordination or linkage between
multiples. Real-World and Applications focuses on literature that
reviews topics with an emphasis on practical data or with real-
world users. Overview contains literature that provide a more broad
survey of the information visualization landscape. A full break-
down of the topics can be found in Table 2.
1.4. SoS Scope
Restrictions are used in order to define, manage, and constrain the
scope of the SoS.
Firstly, only survey papers with a focus on Information Visual-
c© 2017 The Author(s)
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ization and Visual Analytics found within the field are included.
This means Scientific Visualization does not fall within the scope.
There are several recent scientific visualization surveys not in-
cluded. For purposes of this survey, we define scientific visualiza-
tion (SciVis) as the following:
"Data that describes a physical phenomenon is defined as scien-
tific data. Examples of this are fluid flow, living organisms, and data
from the natural world." For the purpose of this survey, Euclidean
space-time coordinate data is considered Scientific Visualization.
Lipsa et al. survey visualization in physical sciences, this does not
meet the criteria of our survey [LLC∗12]. Edmunds et al. present
a framework for flow visualization [ELC∗12]. Flow visualization
is considered SciVis. Blascheck et al. ’s survey on Eye-Tracking
data is a review of literature focused on data from a physical phe-
nomenon and can therefore be classed as SciVis [BKR∗14].
Papers that focus on Computer Vision are not considered within
scope. Datondji et al. present a survey focused on vision based
traffic monitoring of road intersections. This is considered a com-
puter vision topic and therefore does not meet the scope of the pa-
per [DDSV16].
Computer graphics and Graph theory literature surveys are not
considered in the scope of the SoS. Ghosh and Goswami present
a paper reviewing unsolved problems in visibility graphs [GG13].
Although the paper works on graphs, the review focuses on the
mathematics of graph theory and not visualization. Biomedical and
computational biology are beyond the scope of this SoS. They are
covered in an affiliated SoS called the SoS-MDV [AAM∗17].
Secondly, publication date is considered. This enables a clear
emphasis on recent advancements, and what can be done at this
time to increase our advancement in the field of Information Visu-
alization. This is important as it allows us to provide a clearer mes-
sage about future research fields, as the older survey papers may
discuss research areas that are now mature. The emphasis for the
SoS is between the years 2010 and 2016. As prior papers are still
important, we include surveys that fall out of this time-frame onto
our classification table, however, we do not include a detailed de-
scription of them. Older surveys that are included in the table only
can shed historical light on where authors chose to publish visual-
ization paper before the visualization community developed (prior
to 1990).
Finally, the SoS emphasizes literature reviews, as opposed to
comparison-oriented papers. Shneiderman et al. look at the innova-
tion trajectories of treemaps, conemaps, and hyperbolic trees, but
focus on the global state of each techniques’ citations and papers,
rather than a comparison of individual papers [SDSW12]. Sedl-
mair et al. look at scatter-plot and dimension reduction technique
choices, as well as multiple reduction techniques for scatter-plots.
These techniques are compared as abstractions [SMT13]. Papers
such as these are not given a detailed summary, however, we in-
clude these in the classification table for completeness.
1.5. Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, there are no previous papers that
attempt to review literature in this way. Other papers use alterna-
tive methods to address the literature explosion challenge. Laramee
et al. provide an in depth review of unsolved problems in human-
centered visualization [LK07]. The review provides an in-depth un-
derstanding of challenges identified for each paper which differs
from the solution our paper uses, that appropriates important re-
search challenges by looking at the frequency of each challenge
across papers. Henry et al. review 20 years of conference publica-
tions from CHI, UIST, AVI and InfoVis [HGEF07].
Isenberg et al. present a novel visualization of a database of pa-
pers across InfoVis, SciVis, VAST and Vis [IHK∗17]. We provide
a different view of the data by clustering papers together to quickly
understand domains, with a focus on survey papers. Isenberg et al.
present topic popularity using research paper keywords across four
conferences and provide related papers [IIS∗17]. Our paper differs
by providing analysis of related papers with a focus on surveys
to provide an overview and explore possible research areas in the
field.
1.6. Organization of The SoS
Survey Literature is organized using a 2D matrix that incorporates
the two classifications discussed in Section 1.3.2 and 1.3.1. Each
survey paper is placed at the most relevant intersection of each
classification criteria matched. Color is used to signify the depth
of which the literature is reviewed in the paper. This is shown in
Table 3.
The SoS is structured using the subject-based clusters as the pri-
mary organization. This groups related papers together. The modi-
fied pipeline classification is ignored in favor of chronological order
within the paper’s organization. This enables us to describe a natu-
ral progression within each section for papers that are intrinsically
related.
2. A Classification of Classifications
Classifications are an integral and important part of a survey paper.
Table 4 systematically indicates how each survey paper’s classifica-
tion of literature is represented. We provide three characteristics of
classifications: dimension, structure, and mapping schema. For
this discussion C denotes a classification topic.
The dimensionality organizes the space in which the classifica-
tion is laid out. We sub-divide the dimensionality in three ways.
One-dimensional (1D) classification presents the classification top-
ics (C) in linear fashion. Two-dimensional classifications (2D) usu-
ally present more than one classification dimension, one on each
axis (C), and are usually presented in the form of a table. The third
category represents classification topics (C) with three or more
dimensions. Common ways to represent additional attributes are
through the use of color, shape, or symbols.
Structure represents the organization of the classification. This
category is sub-divided into two columns, flat or hierarchical. Flat
structures usually represent classification topics (C) with a discrete
linear ranking or order. A hierarchy provides the classification top-
ics (C) with a more complex structure by grouping similar items
together.
Mapping schema describes how the survey’s reviewed literature
c© 2017 The Author(s)
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Information Visualization Pipeline
Data
Enhancement &
Transformation
Visual Mapping
& Structure
Exploration &
Rendering
Interaction &
Analysis Perception
Data-Types
[STMT12]
[SMT13]
[ZH15]
[dOL03]
[IGJ∗14a]
Data-Centric
Text-Focus [WSJ∗14]
[SB10]
[NVPMW14]
[GZL∗14]
[JFCS15]
[JFCS16]
[KK15a]
[AdOP12]
[FHKM16a]
Hierarchical [AMA∗14b]
[EF10]
[SHS11]
[SDSW12]
High-Dimensional Overview
[BTK11]
[LMW∗15a]
[BCS96]
Parallel Coordinates [HW13] [DCK12] [JF16]
Multivariate
&
Hierarchical
Glyphs
[War02]
[BKC∗13]
[FIBK16]
Graphs [Kob13]
[VLKS∗11]
[BBDW14b]
[KKC14]
[VBW15a]
[HMM00]
[ZXYQ13]
[AP13]
[KKC15]
[KKCG15]Graphs &Networks
Networks [ZMS14] [BBR∗16a] [APS14]
Temporal [CLW12] [BDA∗14a]
Geospace +
Time Geospatial
[Tob04]
[DWL08]
[NK16b]
[CGW15] [NK15]
Coordinated Multiple Views (CMVs)
[JE12]
[HSS15]
[Rob07]
[GAW∗11]
Finance [KCA∗16] [FLVW16]
Healthcare [KM02] [RWA∗11]
Security
[SSG12]
[WFL∗15]
Systems [GBTS13]
[GZR∗11]
[ZSB∗12]
SoftVis
[Mye86]
[Mye90]
[KM07]
[PBS93]
[CZ11]
[MIK∗16]
Real-World &
Applications
Frameworks [SNR14]
[HPK∗16]
[LH10]
Focus+Context [KHG03]
[TGK∗14]
[TGK∗16]
[LA94]
Provenance [GZ09]
Overview
General [Chi00]
[DLR09]
[WZM∗16]
[ED07]
[LCWL14]
[SWLL13]
[BM13]
[SNHS13]
[IIC∗13]
[LCM∗16]
[LBI∗12]
[BNW∗16]
Table 3: A 3-Dimensional hierarchical classification table depicting the categorization of all the survey papers found into the subject-based clusters and the
modified Information Visualization pipeline model that have the strongest correlation. Green Highlighting represents survey’s summarised within the SoS.
Yellow Highlighting represents surveys that were not summarised in detail due to prioritization of journals or size constraints. Pink Highlighting represents
survey’s not reviewed in detail within the paper due to year constraints discussed in the Scope (Section 1.4). This table corresponds to the classification example
shown in Figure 3 (A).
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DIMENSIONS STRUCTURE MAPPING SCHEMA
LITERATURE: 1D 2D 3D+ LINEAR HIERARCHICAL INDIRECTMAPPING
UNIQUE-
MAPPING 1-N MAPPING
[APS14] 3 3 3
[AMA∗14b] 3 3 3
[BDA∗14a] 3 3 3
[BBDW14b] 3 3 3
[BBR∗16a] 3 3 3
[BTK11] 3 3 3
[BKC∗13] 3 3 3
[CZ11] 3 3 3
[CGW15] 3 3 3
[CLW12] 3 3 3
[EF10] 3 3 3
[FHKM16a] 3 3 3
[FIBK16] 3 3 3
[GZR∗11] 3 3 3
[HSS15] 3 3 3
[HPK∗16] 3 3 3
[HW13] 3 3 3
[IGJ∗14a] 3 3 3
[JFCS15] 3 3 3
[JE12] 3 3 3
[JF16] 3 3 3
[KKC14] 3 3 3
[KKC15] 3 3 3
[KKCG15] 3 3 3
[KCA∗16] 3 3 3
[KK15a] 3 3 3
[LCWL14] 3 3 3
[LMW∗15a] 3 3 3
[NK15] 3 3 3
[NK16b] 3 3 3
[SHS11] 3 3 3
[STMT12] 3 3 3
[SSG12] 3 3 3
[SNR14] 3 3 3
[TGK∗14] 3 3 3
[VBW15a] 3 3 3
[VLKS∗11] 3 3 3
[WFL∗15] 3 3 3
[WSJ∗14] 3 3 3
[ZH15] 3 3 3
Table 4: A Categorization of classification tables found within each primary survey paper (highlighted green in Table 3). The table examines
how many dimensions each survey table features, the structure of each survey classification, and the type of mapping schema it incorporates.
This table uses the paper’s visual representation of the classification. If there is more than one classification, the primary classification is
shown. This table itself corresponds to the classification example shown in Figure 3 (B).
(L) is mapped to classification topics (C). We introduce L to refer
to a reviewed item (in most cases, the literature being reviewed).
This is split into two categories, Unique-mapping and 1-N map-
ping. Unique-mapping schema map each reviewed item (L) once
for every topic (C). This mapping schema is best for finding areas
in the field with extensive or limited work, which may guide re-
searchers to immature areas for new research possibilities. Figure
3 presents some examples of unique mapping.
Kerracher et al. use a unique mapping schema to plot the de-
sign space of temporal graphs [KKC14] by mapping classification
topics to the x and y axis, and placing L at the intersection of the
two criteria (Figure 14). Nusrat and Kobourov present a task tax-
onomy for cartogram visualization that conveys how different tasks
can be classified. The tasks are uniquely mapped to 4 different clas-
sification topics (Figure 18) [NK15]. Wagner et al. present a mal-
ware visualization taxonomy and map reviewed literature directly
to the appropriate classification category (Figure 21) [WFL∗15].
Our main taxonomy (Table 3) also uses a unique-attribute mapping
schema to map our two classification topics, the modified InfoVis
pipeline and the subject-based clusters to L. The table also displays
how the literature is ordered in the SoS by mapping a unique color
to each L.
1-N Mapping differs from the unique-mapping schema by al-
lowing a reviewed item (L) to be mapped up to N times for
each classification topic (C) where N is the number of available
attributes. Examples of N-mapping can be found in Figure 4.
Multiple-Attribute mapping matrices are most suited to compar-
ing different elements, such as techniques or frameworks, against
one another. These papers usually offer a checklist and present the
criterion each paper fulfills or does not.
Borgo et al. compare different glyph-based visualization tech-
niques using a multiple-attribute mapping matrix and identify
c© 2017 The Author(s)
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C1 C1 C2
L1 L1 3 3
Ln L2 3 3C2
L2 Ln 3 3
(A) (B)
L1,L4,L5
(C) L3,L6,L7,L8C1
L2
Figure 3: Examples of classification schemes using unique-
mapping. C refers to a classification topic and L refers to a re-
viewed item (in most cases, the literature reviewed). Examples (A)
and (B) map L to each of C once. However, example (A) structures
the table such that both classifcation topics are represented by an
axis and map L to the appropriate intersection. Example (B) maps
L to the Y-Axis and each classification topic C on the X-Axis. Ex-
ample (C) links each of the reviewed items (L) to the appropriate
classification topic in the form of a list. Examples (A) and (B) show
the same information.
C1 C1 C2
L1
L1,
L2
L1 3 3 3 3
L2 L2 L2 3 3 3 3C2
L1
L1,
L2
Ln 3 3
(A) (B)
L1,L4,L5,L6,L7
(C) L3,L6,L7,L8C1
L2, L6,L7
Figure 4: Examples of classification schemes using 1-N mapping.
C refers to a classification topic and L refers to a reviewed item.
Examples A and B can map L to each of C multiple times. Exam-
ple A structures the table such that both classifcation topics are
represented by the X and Y axes and map the reviewed topics at
their appropriate intersection. Example B plots reviewed items to
the Y-Axis and each classification topic on the X-Axis. This exam-
ples gives a clear comparison of reviewed item’s (L). Example C
links each of the reviewed items (L) to the appropriate classifica-
tion topics in the form of a list. Examples A and B show the same
information.
which papers exemplify the proposed design guidelines (Figure
11) [BKC∗13]. Tominski et al. compare different magic lens ap-
proaches, and what data or tasks are applicable for each [TGK∗14]
using a N-mapping schema (Figure 24).
Some papers do not map L explicitly in their categorization and
choose to display just their classification. We identify these sur-
vey papers as incorporating an indirect mapping. Some examples
of this can be found with Sedlmair et al.’s taxonomy [STMT12]
which classifies data characteristics between two different classifi-
cation topics, Class-Factors and Influences (Figure 5). Another ex-
ample of this is Heinrich and Weiskopf’s state-of-the art report for
Parallel Coordinates [HW13], which presents a hierarchical view
of the important topics within the field. This representation does
not explicitly show how literature fills the specified topics (Figure
10).
The SoS aims to provide researchers with an understanding of
open research areas. We use a 2D, Hierarchical, Unique-mapping
table which follows the example found in Figure 3 (A). Our table
is used to present a taxonomy which clearly conveys what areas are
less developed in terms of survey papers (Table 3). We use a sepa-
rate table to compare different types of classifications used (Table
4). This follows the same classification scheme but follows Figure
3 (B).
3. Survey Papers
This section provides a collection of summarised survey papers (see
Table 3). Each paper is broken down to present the survey’s con-
cept, their classification schema, and open areas of research discov-
ered.
3.1. Data-Centric Survey Papers
The Data-Centric section contains literature that focus on types of
data or data itself. Of the survey papers reviewed, two categories
were identified within as subtopics which include data-type papers
that emphasize the type of data surveys and papers that focus on
text.
3.1.1. Data-Type Focused Surveys
This subsection presents a diverse collection of survey topics in-
cluding visual distance measures between images, hardware and
software performance, and color maps.
Sedlmair et al. present a taxonomy of visual cluster separation
factors in scatter-plots, as well as a qualitative evaluation of re-
cently proposed separation measures [STMT12]. They provide a
brief introduction to the area of dimension reduction, as well as
their motivation behind the literature survey. The paper discusses
chosen cluster separation measures: cluster identification and veri-
fication. This is followed by a section on related work before dis-
cussing their taxonomy which includes a qualitative data study. The
paper presents its taxonomy on visual cluster separation factors,
and evaluates them, before discussing the results of the study.
The proposed taxonomy includes four main categories: scale,
point distance, shape, and position. These categories are examined
during different states of observation. Within-class factors is the
first state which includes variables such as density, curvature, and
clumpiness. The second state is between-class factors which arise
from the variance between two or more properties. For example, a
variance of size between two time slices.
Sedlmair et al. suggest that the taxonomy could be extended with
new dataset characteristics.
Isaacs et al. present a survey focused on reviewing hardware and
software performance data as well as performance visualization
techniques [IGJ∗14a]. Performance data is defined as data gener-
ated to measure the effectiveness and behavior of a process. The
c© 2017 The Author(s)
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with respect to class separation in scatterplots. Courtesy of Sedl-
mair et al. [STMT12]
survey develops a taxonomy to aid selection of the appropriate
techniques to display performance data for both analysts and de-
velopers. They introduce the concepts behind performance visual-
ization, including how it is acquired, what form it can take, and the
goals of using performance data. The paper discusses the taxonomy
by discussing visualization types based on the source of perfor-
mance data. Hardware visualization examines performance data of
hardware and aims to visualize complex hardware topology. Soft-
ware visualization describes performance data of software, such as
software maintenance. Task performance investigates performance
of tasks. The final category, application visualization, discusses
context-specific performance data. Isaacs et al. also provide an in-
teractive literature browser related to this topic. We provide a full
list of these browsers in Table 5.
Isaacs et al. present their design space by looking at the context,
scale and goal of each paper. How each paper fits in the presented
taxonomy (hardware, software, task, application), scalability, what
it visualizes, and what it presents are discussed (see Figure 6).
The paper presents future challenges that are found within the
landscape of performance visualization. These include, scalability,
the increase in system complexity and it’s result on performance
visualization, comparing performance differences and ensemble
datasets, integration of performance visualization across each tax-
onomy point, and the creation of performance visualization that
facilitates software development and debugging.
Zhou and Hansen present a comprehensive review of color-map
generation techniques, and provide a reference for readers who are
faced with color mapping decisions [ZH15]. The paper aims to
provide a comprehensive overview of various color-map genera-
tion techniques. The paper also presents a hierarchical taxonomy
of color-mapping literature to guide readers when choosing appro-
priate literature to review, and classifies representative visualization
techniques that discuss usage of color-maps.
The hierarchical classification divides papers into various dif-
ferent color-map generation techniques based on the type of data
used in the form of a flow chart. The taxonomy subdivides the data
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Figure 6: Isaacs et al. present a 1-N design space that classifies
literature based on the context, scale and goal of each paper. Image
courtesy of Isaacs et al. [IGJ∗14a]
into either discrete or continuous. The discrete data type is split
into either nominal or ordinal data types, another division of data
comprehension. Both ordinal data and continuous data are linked to
color-map transformation literature. The taxonomy also takes into
consideration the type of paper and examples.
Zhou and Hansen recommend more research into multivariate
or high-dimensional color-mapping as a future research direction.
Further research into aesthetically pleasing color maps that still
provide insight into data, and the use of meta-data to optimize
color-mapping suggestions are also potential future research direc-
tions in the field.
3.1.2. Text-Focused Surveys
The text visualization literature is evolving rapidly. This section in-
cludes surveys focused on understanding and visualizing text. The
section contains four survey papers. The first paper analyses how
different text sources are used in visualization with event detection
methods. The second focuses on advancement in the field of close
and distant reading. The third presents a classification of text visu-
alization techniques. The last survey focuses on the visualization of
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Interactive Literature Browsers URLs
Cartogram Visualization [NK16a]
Dynamic Graph Visualization [BBDW14a]
Financial Visualization [DML14]
High-Dimensional Visualization [LMW∗15b]
Matrix Reordering [BBR∗16b]
Performance Visualization [IGJ∗14b]
Scientific Literature & Patents Vis [FHKM16b]
Set Visualization [AMA∗14a]
Software Reuse Tasks [SdVW14]
SoS Literature Browser [McN17]
Space-Time Cube Visualization [BDA∗14b]
Text Visualization [KK15b]
Time Visualization [TA11]
Visualizing Group Structures in Graphs [VBW15b]
Table 5: The tables provides an overview of interactive literature
browsers found during the literature search. Sorted in alphabetical
order
‘scientific literature and patent’ text sources. Table 3 cites a number
of other text surveys as well.
With the growth of social media and micro-blogging, Wanner et
al. take the opportunity to explore the use of analytical processes on
real-time data and divulge key event-detection approaches that can
be used for textual data [WSJ∗14]. They review the different avail-
able data sources when working the text-data streams including
news, email, micro-blogging, research papers, and metadata. They
discuss methods that are used to process text. The study examines
the event detection methods that are grouped including: clustering
techniques, classification-based, statistic based, and miscellaneous
techniques such as the Kalman Filter and Fourier Analysis. They
finish by discussing evaluation methods that can be applied to text-
data.
Wanner et al. classify 51 papers across their survey. They classify
these in various ways including: data source, text-processing meth-
ods, automatic event detection methods, visualization methods, and
tasks supported. The main taxonomy displays the use of automatic
event detection methods on the y-axis, and then characterizes each
research paper via the visualization technique along the x-axis. By
doing this, they can investigate the correlation between these two
fields. (Shown in Figure 7).
The reviewed papers had little focus on discussion forums. De-
mand for more sophisticated techniques such as topic modeling is
something that will become more apparent in the future, and event
detection algorithms seem to exclude important information for de-
ciding whether items are newsworthy or not. This could be consid-
ered new research in this area.
Jänicke et al. present recent advancements in the field of vi-
sualizations that support close and distant reading of textual data
[JFCS15]. Nancy Boyles defines close reading as "reading to un-
cover layers of meaning that lead to deep comprehension" [Boy12],
Figure 7: This 1-N table identifies event detection techniques and
displays the the use of visualization with each. The table reveals
that clustering techniques are often represented using the river
metaphor. Image courtesy of Wanner et al. [WSJ∗14]
whilst Moretti describes distant reading with the statement, "a lit-
tle pact with the devil: we know how to read texts, now let’s learn
how not to read them" [Mor13]. The paper focuses on quantita-
tive literary text analysis using statistical analysis methods for vi-
sual analytics and visualization. Literature in the digital humani-
ties is also covered. These are categorized using a taxonomy for
applied methods [JFCS15]. The paper looks at different types of
techniques, such as color mapping or heat-maps, for close-reading
analysis, distant-reading analysis, and combinations of both.
Jänicke et al. classify papers based on the type of reading anal-
ysis provided, which is broken down for each paper. This is com-
pared to the method of analysis, which includes single text analysis,
parallel-text analysis, and corpus analysis.
They provide a large collection of areas for future research which
includes novel techniques for close reading, visualizing transposi-
tion in parallel texts, geospatial and temporal uncertainty, usability
studies, and the development of design guidelines for scholars. All
these areas are ripe with unsolved problems in the field. Jänicke et
al. published an extended version of this survey [JFCS16].
Text visualization is becoming a more mature field within in-
formation visualization and Kucher and Kerren aim to classify the
literature using an interactive browser [KK15a]. See also Table 5.
They examine the field of text visualization and closely related sur-
veys. Kucher and Kerren then present the taxonomy they have cre-
ated to look at different areas within text visualization and how they
can be subdivided (the figure is provided in the supplementary ma-
terial).
Kucher and Kerren categorize text visualization techniques into
5 main categories: Analytic Tasks, Visualization Tasks, Domain,
Data, and Item Visualization.
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Figure 8: A 1-N Taxonomy by Jänicke et al. to map reading tech-
niqes found within different analysis methods. Image courtesy of
Janicke et al. [JFCS15]
Federico et al. present a survey that addresses literature papers
with an emphasis on visual approaches for scientific literature and
patents. Literature is classified looking at the data-type and the ful-
filled task of each [FHKM16a]. The paper identifies four types of
data found within scientific literature papers and patents. These in-
clude text, citations, authors, and meta-data. The data types cre-
ate the main structure of the paper, with each data-type divided to
explore how tasks are analyzed for each category. The paper also
provides a breakdown of literature that handles multiple data types,
which focus on different tasks.
Their indirect classification uses two tables. The first table dis-
plays the total number of publications that match the criteria at the
axis intersections, which examine the four data-types and different
tasks such as lookups, relation seeking, and patterns. The second
table is similar but records how multiple data-types are mapped
to a new set of tasks. This includes aggregation, labeling, compo-
sition, tight integration, and multiple views. The table shows that
most literature in the field attempts to analyze patterns within text.
Federico et al. break down future research directions for each
data-type. Research on text data identifies contextual identification
in compact space. Research into author data suggests uncertainty
analysis of ambiguities with synonyms and homonyms. Limited
work is provided with citation data and meta-data, with citation
data focusing on citation count and meta-data ignoring many pieces
of gathered data, which narrows the fields significantly. Some other
broader examples include quantitative and qualitative evaluations,
scalability, user interaction, and research into user-tasks.
3.2. Multivariate & Hierarchical
This category discusses multivariate, high-dimensional, and hierar-
chical visualization. These are grouped together due to their associ-
ation within large datasets. The reviewed content on this subject can
be broken down to look at hierarchical visualization, an overview
of high-dimensional visualizations, parallel coordinate plots, and
glyph-based visualization.
3.2.1. Hierarchical Surveys
This section includes surveys that have an emphasis on hierarchical
structures. The first survey focuses on the classification of hierar-
chical aggregation strategies for visualization. The second survey
provides a design space of implicit hierarchy visualization to com-
pare literature in the field. The final survey looks at set-typed data
and how set-typed data visualizations relate to different tasks.
Elmqvist and Fekete review the use of hierarchical aggrega-
tion within Information Visualization. Hierarchical Aggregation is
based on iteratively building a tree of aggregate items. Elmqvist and
Fekete use this review to present a model that enables augmentation
of existing techniques with multiscale functionality [EF10]. They
first describe related reading before discussing hierarchical aggre-
gation and presenting various related techniques (scatter-plots, par-
allel coordinates, etc). The paper then presents examples of hier-
archical aggregation within visualization before presenting their
classification and guidelines (the figure is provided in the supple-
mentary material). Elmqvist and Fekete end by describing design
guidelines for hierarchical aggregation.
Elmqvist and Fekete derive a classification of visual aggregation
strategies. The table looks at the data-structure used, visualization
mapping type, type of visualization, type of aggregation, the visual
aggregate, and what is being visualized.
Elmqvist and Fekete discuss future work which includes model
refinements, as well as investigating the trade-off between accuracy
and usability. Finally, they look at the idea of reviewing different
hierarchical structures such as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs).
Schulz et al. construct a survey categorizing the design space
of techniques for hierarchy visualization, with the aim of guiding
researchers to unexplored research areas within the field [SHS11].
Examples of techniques for implicit hierarchy visualization include
spatial dimensions and node representation. Schulz et al. present
their aims, before presenting the design space for hierarchy visu-
alization (see Figure 9). They follow this by discussing some of
the limitations of the design space such as techniques with mixed
Treemaps. Using the design space, they present novel techniques
that are not explored with visual representations, using their own
rapid visualization prototyping software.
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Figure 9: Design space for implicit hierarchy visualization created
by Schulz et al. to compare techniques in the field. Image courtesy
of Schulz et al. [SHS11]
The survey paper investigates four main classification topics.
Spatial dimensionality, how nodes are represented (such as their
shape), how edges are represented (Do they overlap? Are they in-
cluded?), and the layout (subdivision or packing).
Schulz et al. propose that the design space presented in the pa-
per can be used to create more surveys within the field of hierarchy
visualization. New layouts can also be created using the character-
ization of implicit hierarchy visualization.
Visualization of sets can be a demanding task due to the wide va-
riety of possible relations between them. Sets are defined as items
that are grouped into sets based on specific properties. Alsallakh
et al. present an overview of state-of-the-art techniques for visual-
izing different forms of set data (defined as a collection of unique
objects called set elements) which can be used to select appropri-
ate techniques for different scenarios [AMA∗14b]. They first define
set-type data before looking at some common tasks. The tasks are
either related to elements, element attributes, or relationships be-
tween sets. The paper then provides examples of different ways to
visualize set-typed data such as using euler diagrams, bubble-sets,
pivot-paths, and scatter views.
Alsallakh et al. classify literature by constructing an overview
of different tasks and techniques that are supported, partially sup-
ported, or supported with an interaction requirement. These tech-
niques include Euler-based techniques, overlays, node-link’s, ma-
trices, aggregation, and scatter techniques (the figure is provided in
the supplementary material).
The paper presents an abundance of future research in this area.
These include scalability within set-typed data, re-ordering sets to
reveal clusters, a user study on the effectiveness of techniques, vi-
sualizing uncertainty, temporal set-typed data, generating euler di-
agrams with specific properties, visualizing set in context of other
data types, and comparing multiple set families. There is also a
discussion of improvements with coordinated multiple views and
matrix-based representations of set-type data.
3.2.2. High-Dimensional Surveys
The high-dimensional section focuses on surveys that provide a
broad overview of the field of high-dimensional visualization.
"High-Dimensional" is defined as ‘any data set with a dimensional-
ity that is too high to easily extract meaningful relations across the
whole set of dimensions’ by Bertini et al. [BTK11]. The section
covers two surveys papers. The first paper reviews quality metrics
for high-dimensional visualization. The second survey discusses
the recent advancements for visualization of high-dimensional data.
Bertini et al. review techniques that use quality metrics, defined
as "a metric calculated at any stage of the information visualiza-
tion pipeline, that captures properties useful for the extraction of
meaningful information about the data", to find meaningful results
for the exploration of high-dimensional data. By analyzing liter-
ature related to the topic, Bertini et al. provide a systematization
of approaches that use quality metrics in high-dimensional data.
[BTK11]. They begin by describing the background and search
methodology used within the survey. The paper presents the quality
metrics pipeline, a modified version of Card et al.’s information vi-
sualization pipeline [CMS99], which we also use, before discussing
their systematic analysis of the literature. Bertini et al. then give ex-
amples of quality metrics factors such as what is measured, where,
and its purpose.
The survey classifies each work of literature by examining the
visualization technique, the metrics measured which range from
clusters to image quality, where the measurements take place, the
purpose of the metrics, and any interaction techniques available.
Four main areas for future research are highlighted in the pa-
per. Evaluation is poorly represented within the field with a small
representation of the papers using a real-world setting and data.
This could pave a path for future research. Perceptual Tuning is an-
other area with weak focus, as well as scalability of data represen-
tation. Metrics systematization is the final area for directed future
research. There are a wealth of different metrics which makes them
very hard to compare and without guidance could end up as redun-
dant metrics usage. Composite visualization of quality metrics is
also discussed.
Liu et al. provide a comprehensive survey focused on the ad-
vances of high-dimensional visualization techniques between 2000
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Figure 10: An indirect hierarchical taxonomy of important topics withn Parallel Coordinate creation. Created by Heinrich and Weiskopf, the
taxonomy reflects the different sections of their survey. Courtesy of Heinrich and Weiskopf [HW13] .
and 2014 [LMW∗15a]. The study aims to help practitioners under-
stand the recent advances in this area with the hope of inspiring
the creation of new visualizations and the comprehension of future
opportunities with high-dimensional data. They first discuss their
classification and methodology before discussing various sections
or the information visualization pipeline. Similar to ours, this in-
cludes data transformation, visual mapping, and view transforma-
tion.
The taxonomy of the survey is based on the information visual-
ization pipeline (the figure is provided in the supplementary mate-
rial). The classification clearly represents when techniques are to be
used within the pipeline, as well as some action-driven classifica-
tion signifying the time of use for each technique. Some examples
of this are histograms, jigsaw maps, and glyphs. Liu et al. have
also created custom action-driven classifications to further improve
their taxonomy.
Liu et al. take great care to expose multiple directions for future
research. Subspace clustering is an important technique used when
visualizing high-dimensional data, and exploring non-axis-aligned
methods may lead to new view-selection techniques. Understand-
ing uncertainty within data is also an important research area. As
the amount of data increases, so does the understanding of the qual-
ity of data and the best way to visualize this high-dimensional data
will become more apparent. Liu et al. also discuss model manipula-
tion, topological data analysis, as well as problems occurring with
multivariate volume visualization and machine learning with a link
to high-dimensional data visualization.
3.2.3. Parallel Coordinates Surveys
Parallel Coordinates are a technique used to visualize multivariate
and high-dimensional data. Parallel coordinates are constructed by
placing axes in parallel, the choice of layout depends on the number
of axes, and the range of data [HW13]. Included here are two survey
papers focusing on Parallel Coordinates. One focuses on the design
and structure of Parallel Coordinates and the second collects the
findings of user-evaluation studies, comparing the use of a standard
2D parallel coordinate plot with other variations.
Heinrich and Weiskopf present the state of the art in visualiza-
tion techniques for parallel coordinates, which is well-known for
exploratory data analysis [HW13]. The paper describes the parallel
coordinate plane, and reviews different variations of the methodol-
ogy, with the hope of directing research in new areas related to the
topic. The paper aims to provide (1) a taxonomy of techniques re-
lated to parallel coordinates, (2) a review of challenges in the field,
(3) a reference to important literature in the domain, and (4) a guide
to the use of parallel coordinates for applications.
Heinrich and Weiskopf split their hierarchical taxonomy into
four main topics: Geometry which focuses on the coordinate sys-
tem creation; Image Generation maps data to the coordinate sys-
tem; Image Analysis highlights visual perception of the mapped
parallel coordinate; and Interaction emphasizes manipulation of the
parallel coordinates (see Figure 10).
They state that an evaluation of existing tools would be required
to identify issues in the implementation of parallel coordinate tech-
niques. Additionally, more in-depth studies can test each category
in order to find underrepresented research areas. They avoid evalu-
ating techniques based on their applicability, correctness, usability,
and performance. These are considered areas for future work within
the field.
Johansson and Forsell provide a thorough literature review sur-
vey studying user-centered evaluations that investigate use and us-
ability issues in the field of parallel coordinates. The paper aims to
address issues within the domain and provide a set of guidelines
for future research [JF16]. They first divide the 23 papers identified
into 4 categories: evaluating axis layouts, comparing clutter reduc-
tion methods, showing practical applicability of different parallel
coordinates, and comparing parallel coordinates with other analysis
techniques. These categories are discussed in detail with reference
to the evaluated papers. The categories include cluster analysis, cor-
relation analysis, outlier search, value retrieval, pattern detection,
and line tracing.
The paper provides a classification of how each paper compares
with standard 2D Parallel Coordinates (2DPC). The table (provided
in the supplementary material) maps the selection of aspects evalu-
ated. The third dimension uses color to indicate how the advanced
feature compares to a standard 2D Parallel Coordinates: Yellow
identifies no significance variation in the results, Green signifies
the extension is reviewed to be better than 2DPC, and red signifies
the reviewed item compares unfavorably with 2DPC.
Johansson and Forsell provide a plethora of different research
directions in the field. The paper proposes that existing axis con-
figurations in parallel coordinate plots have not been thoroughly
studied, with an emphasis on 3D parallel coordinates. They discuss
the lack of conclusive clutter reduction comparisons, and propose
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Brewer [Bre99]: Color use guidelines 1 1 1 1
Cleveland & McGill [CM84]: Graphical percepton 2D/3D 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Crawfis & Max [CM93]: Vector field visualizaton 3D 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
de Leeuw & van Wijk [dLvW93]: Local flow probe 3D -3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Healey & Enns [HE99]: Combining textures and colors 2.5D 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Healey et al. [HBE96]: Preattentve processing 2D 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Kindlmann & Westn [KW06]: Glyph packing 3D 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Kindlmann [Kin04]: Superquadric tensor glyphs 2.5D 1.5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Kirby et al. [KML99]: Concepts from paintng 2D 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Laidlaw et al. [LAK*98]: Stochastc glyph placement 2D 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Li et al. [LMvW10]: Symbol size discriminaton 2D 1 1 1 1
Lie et al. [LKH09]: Design aspects of glyph-based 3D visualizaton 3D 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
McGill et al. [MTL78]: Variatons of box plots 2D -3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Meyer-Spradow et al. [MSSD*08]: Surface glyphs 2.5D 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Peng et al. [PWR04]: Clutter reducton using dimension reordering 2D 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Pickett & Grinstein [PG88]: Stck figures 2D 3 1 1 1 1 1 1
Piringer et al. [PKH04]: Depth percepton in 3D scatterplots 3D 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Rogowitz et al. [RTB96]: How not to lie with visualizaton 3D 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Tominski et al. [TSWS05]: Helix glyphs on geographic maps 2.5D -2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Treinish [Tre99]: Task-specific visualizaton design 2.5D -2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Ward & Guo [WG11]: Shape space projectons 2D 3 1 1 1 1 1 1
Figure 11: A 1-N categorization of glyph-based approaches cre-
ated by Borgo et al. In Desgin Guideline 2, -3 represents a small
amount of complex glyphs with +3 displaying a large number of
simple glyphs. Courtesy of Borgo et al. [BKC∗13]
research in evaluating clutter reduction for complex patterns in par-
allel coordinates. Some other areas for future research discussed
include longitudinal studies, temporal views in 3D parallel coordi-
nates, and the aesthetic design of parallel coordinates.
3.2.4. Glyph Surveys
A glyph is defined as ‘a small independent visual object that depicts
attributes of a data record’ [BKC∗13]. Glyphs use visual primitives
to represent different attributes in multivariate data. This section
contains two literature surveys. The first presents design guidelines
for the creation of glyphs. The second paper presents a selection of
glyph comparison papers to provide an evaluative perspective on
glyph usage.
Borgo et al. examine the fundamental concepts and design guide-
lines of glyph-based visualization, and how current implementation
techniques adhere to them [BKC∗13]. They first discuss the con-
cepts and history of glyph usage. The paper covers the design and
usage guidelines for glyphs, data mapping, shape design, glyph ap-
pearance, glyph placement, rendering, and glyph interaction. Borgo
et al. then discuss the application of glyph-based visualization in
different visualization scenarios.
Borgo et al. categorize the literature by examining each tech-
nique and determining whether they fulfill the design guideline cri-
teria. There are 13 tasks created that the papers are categorized ac-
cording to, which range from complexity and prioritization to de-
sign and balance. The papers are also categorized according to the
focus on different visual channels including color, shape, size, ori-
entation, texture, and opacity (see Figure 11).
Borgo et al. suggest the need for a common framework to direct
Figure 12: A 2-Dimensional table showing the classification of the
literature in the glyph-based user-study survey. Courtesy of Fuchs
et al. [FIBK16]
more energy to the field. They also suggest evaluating extended
data dimensions using glyph representations.
Fuchs et al. aim to assist researchers in gaining a stronger under-
standing of user-studies within the glyph design space [FIBK16].
Data glyphs have a wide variety of designs and uses, with
many studies carried out across different glyph-types, however an
overview of these studies has never been recorded. They present
how the expanse of user-studies in the field compare. There are
many types of data glyphs analyzed within the paper including:
orientation-based, which include angular representations to repre-
sent dimensions; color saturation, which uses various saturation’s
to represent dimension values; positional or length glyphs, which
plot dimensional data to bars or lines; and Faces, which map di-
mensional data to different attributes of a face. They focus on stud-
ies with measurable tasks using data glyphs. Tasks are discussed
within the classification. The three main goals identified are 1) a
comparison of glyph designs based on observed performance with
the aim of ranking each design. 2) A comparison of variation within
glyph types to detect important features within the data type. 3)
The comparison of glyphs as opposed to raw data tables in order to
stimulate the use of visual representation rather than textual repre-
sentations [FIBK16]. Fuchs et al. present the results of their survey
by reviewing the influence of background information or the lay-
out, the quantity of data, data dimensionality, the influence of the
task, and the effect of metaphoric glyph design.
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Figure 14: Design Space for Temporal Graph Visualization. Shading represents the number of papers found per combination (number in
brackets). Courtesy of Kerracher et al. [KKC14]
The literature is classified according to data-to-visual primitive
mapping. This classification allows Fuchs et al. to understand some
comparisons with limited discussion and discuss the benefits of fur-
ther work within the area (see Figure 12).
Fuchs et al. provide many open research areas within their sur-
vey. There is a large contrast in the observations of data glyphs for
quantitative data compared to observations with qualitative data.
There is also little research on how data glyphs differ between syn-
thetic and real data. Fuchs et al. find a high percentage of studies
fail to look at the use of data-glyphs in exploring data and extract-
ing information, but focus on presentation and simple output in it’s
stead. They propose that data glyphs can be explored in more com-
plex layouts in order to understand further use and glyph influence
in applications.
3.3. Graphs & Networks
There is a large body of work published on graphs and networks
with over 10 surveys about the topic. Graph papers tend to have
a concise range of citation years, which can be seen in Figure 13.
This figure shows the quantity and range of citations found for each
survey paper.
3.3.1. Graph Surveys
This section includes surveys with a focus on graph papers. A graph
is defined as ‘a diagram showing the relation between variable
quantities’ [SP16]. The section includes six survey papers: an anal-
ysis of large graphs, a classification of dynamic graphs, the visual-
ization of grouped structures in graphs, and three papers providing
an understanding of temporal graph visualization.
Von Landesberger et al. examine the visual analysis of graphs de-
signed for large data sets. The survey reviews current techniques,
with regards to the types of graph supported, and aims to present
open research challenges in the field [VLKS∗11]. They give some
key definitions for graphs and preprocessing techniques that are re-
lated to the survey, including different types of graphs (directed,
dynamic, compound, etc.). They introduce some visual represen-
tations of these graphs, as well as how interaction in graphs is in-
corporated. Von Landesberger et al. finish the survey with graph
analysis.
Von Landesberger et al. classify graphs according to both time-
dependency and structure. Time dependency can be split into either
static graphs, or time-dependent graphs, whilst the structure can
be classified as a tree structure, generic graph structure (directed,
undirected) or compound graphs (the figure is provided in the sup-
plementary material).
They provide extensive insight into the future challenges within
the field. These include scalability, uncertainty, perceptual evalua-
tion, interaction, task evaluation, data-type analysis, generic frame-
works, user studies, and graphing benchmark systems.
Using the SurVis system [BKW16], Beck et al. create a paper
deriving a hierarchical taxonomy of dynamic graph visualization
which is achieved by categorizing and tagging publications within
the area, as well as evaluating and comparing the use of animated
diagrams against time-line diagrams (see Table 5). The paper first
classifies a static graph as G := (V,E), where V represents the ver-
tices and E defines the edges. Understanding this allows a repre-
sentation of a dynamic graph as Gi := (Vi,Ei), where i defines the
number of time steps for the graph [BBDW14b]. The paper could
also be considered a survey within our temporal categorization. The
three main section discussed are animation, time-lines, and a hybrid
of the two (the figure is provided in the supplementary material).
The hierarchical classification of dynamic graph visualization
provides the density of reviewed papers per category, as well as
some example techniques for each subsection. Beck et al. also pro-
vide an interactive system using SurVis [BKW16] to provide extra
categorization for user-exploration of the dynamic graph visualiza-
tion field.
Beck et al. point out a number of open research areas in the field
including the evaluation of dynamic graph visualization techniques,
scalability of dynamic graphs, a larger effort in hybrid visualiza-
tion, extended dimensionality of data, new interaction approaches,
and new applications for dynamic graph visualization itself.
Kerracher et al. present a paper which identifies the design space
of temporal graph visualization [KKC14]. They aim to identify
this design space, expanding the classification to create an open
research area, and raising awareness of the temporal graph visual-
ization field. The design space of temporal graph visualizations is
divided into two categories, a graph structural dimension and a tem-
poral dimension, before looking at a combined view. After showing
a topology of their survey results, they discuss their findings.
The design space presented specifies a correlation between spe-
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Figure 13: Visualization of the number of citations within each survey paper discussed, where the years spanned is mapped to the length of
each bar along the x-axis. The color represents the number of papers cited within each survey.
cific temporal encodings and specific graph structural encodings.
Kerracher et al. create a 7x5 matrix yielding a total of 35 different
combination of temporal graph visualizations (Figure 14). Of these
35, 14 are not filled. The design space also color shades each cell
based on the density of papers having this combination. This design
space informs the reader that node-links within a sequential view
are the most common type of temporal graph visualization.
Kerracher et al. suggest that there could be more research on
temporal visualizations using space filling techniques, as well as
matrices for dense networks. There are also many unexplored areas
found within their design space. An example of this would be a
space-filling graph with superimposed time-slices (refer to Figure
14).
‘Graphs or networks are used to model relationships between
objects of any kind’ [VBW15a]. Vehlow et al. survey the use of
these group structures within graph visualization in order to gain a
meaningful insight into the underlying data. They provide a clas-
sification of techniques used to visualize these group structures.
Vehlow et al. present an overview of group structures in graphs
and their encodings before presenting their classification table. The
survey discusses node attributes, juxtaposed visualization, super-
imposed visualization, and nested visualizations.
Vehlow et al. classify the surveyed papers based on group struc-
ture and group visualization. The group structure can be catego-
rized as disjoint flat, overlapping flat, disjoint hierarchy and over-
lapping hierarchy (the figure is provided in the supplementary ma-
terial). Of these four, disjoint hierarchy is the most densely pop-
ulated. Color nodes, glyph nodes, juxtaposition, superimposition,
and nested visualizations are identified visualization techniques
(see Figure 15).
Vehlow et al. interview 7 domain experts to identify 5 research
challenges in the domain. These are time-varying groups and com-
parison, data complexity, scalability, and the use of interaction
techniques such as providing alternative group structures based on
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Figure 15: Taxonomy table created by Vehlow et al. correlating
group visualizations and group structures. Courtesy of Vehlow et
al. [VBW15a]
users’ instructions. The final research challenge identified focus
on tasks and evaluation. This involves evaluating group structures
based on given tasks in order to analyze the most appropriate group
structure to visualize.
Kerracher et al. look at the quickly-developing research area of
visual representations of temporal graphs. This taxonomy reviews
the design space in a way that enables the reader to review over-
lapping task categories for the purpose of formalizing graph deci-
sions based on these criteria. [KKC15, KKCG15]. Kerracher et al.
incorporate the Andrienko Task Framework (ATF) [AA06] as the
foundation of their classification (the figure is provided in the sup-
plementary material). They analyze the limitations of the frame-
work and propose an extension to consider structural tasks. They
then present a summary of tasks primarily for the use of temporal
graphs.
Kerracher et al. use the Andrienko Task Framework (ATF)
[AA06] to create an indirect classification for their survey. This
task categorization includes lookup tasks, comparison tasks, and
relationship seeking tasks. This is combined with a classification
of data items (the figure is provided in the supplementary material)
discussed in their previous work, The Design Space of Temporal
Graph Visualization [KKC14].
Kerracher et al. examine the quickly-developing research area
that is visual representation of temporal graphs, with a focus on
techniques to support exploratory analysis tasks [KKCG15]. Ker-
racher et al. discuss a task classification which is used to create
groups of exploratory tasks based on data attributes. The paper then
maps visualization techniques to the quadrant classification as well
as the tasks categories and provides examples of the related systems
(the figure is provided in the supplementary material).
Kerracher et al. point out a few areas for future research in the
field. Using the task taxonomy, a new classification can be made for
more than graph areas, such as static graphs, multivariate graphs,
and graph comparison. The taxonomy also opens up more research
into temporal graphs, with a focus on classification of visualization
techniques and mapping tasks to real world scenarios. These could
lead to further research on edges cases or unsupported tasks.
They note that more research needs to be aimed at incorporat-
ing techniques from a wider range of research areas than the ones
typically associated with temporal graph visualization. In partic-
ular, techniques used to support the comparisons of data items in
temporal graph visualization.
3.3.2. Network Surveys
This section provides an understanding of the survey landscape for
network visualization. Bertin defines a network as the following:
‘when the correspondences on a plane can be established among
all the elements of the same component, the graphic is a network’
[Ber83]. This SoS discusses two surveys on this topic which in-
clude a task taxonomy with focus on network evolution analysis
and a classification of matrix reordering methods for network visu-
alization.
Ahn et al. provide a literature review with a focus on visual-
ization tasks for network evolution analysis. The paper surveys 53
existing systems and creates a taxonomy with the aim of provid-
ing suggestions for designing future visualization tools in the do-
main [APS14]. This paper could also be categorized in the temporal
space of the SoS but is presented here since networks are the pri-
mary focus. The paper identifies three aspects of the systems: en-
tities, properties, and temporal features. These aspects are broken
down to create the design space for network evolution analysis. The
paper uses the design space to analyze task frequency within net-
work evolution analysis and surveys domain experts on their views
of the design space. The results show 67% of domain experts rated
the design space as very positive (see Figure 16).
The three aspects of the system identified (entities, properties,
and temporal features) are used to create the design space for net-
work evolution analysis. The entities are broken into three subcat-
egories including node/link, groups, and networks. The entity sig-
nifies what is being analyzed. Temporal features are displayed on
the Y-axis, looking at individual events, shape of changes, and the
rate of changes. The properties of the task are displayed inside the
table and provide guidance on when a task can be applied, and what
information is needed.
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Figure 16: Design Space of network temporal evolution tasks cour-
tesy of Ahn et al. [APS14]
Future research directions for this field include reviewing the im-
portance of domain properties, additional research on temporal fea-
tures such as rate of changes. Granularity or the scale for analysis
had few related papers and is an option for future research. Finally,
more research into compound tasks is considered a critical research
direction by experts in the field.
Behrisch et al. provide an overview of algorithms used to re-
order visual matrices of tabular data. A visual matrix is defined as
a visual representation of tabular data used to depict graphs and
networks [BBR∗16a]. Their survey provides a guide to reordering
algorithms in a unified manner to enable a wide audience to un-
derstand their differences and subtleties, and provides an overview
of how, and when these algorithms are used. Behrisch et al. start
by providing an introduction to the visual matrix. They discuss the
different pattern types which can be used with matrices before de-
riving their taxonomy. They review some examples of each, before
comparing the performance, and how they were tested. The paper
finishes by describing directions on algorithm selection.
The matrix reordering algorithms are classified into seven fam-
ilies. These families are grouped by the type of algorithm which
includes Robinsonian, Spectral, Dimension Reduction, Heuris-
tic Approaches, Graph Theoretic, Bi-clustering, Interactive User-
Controlled.
Some of the open research directions include hybrid solutions to
‘global vs local’ algorithms, and research into similarity, or dis-
tance calculation. Frameworks to assess the quality of patterns
within matrices and craft objective functions to optimize algo-
rithms’ performance, and human assisted reordering are important.
3.4. Geospace + Time
The section presents at two different visualization types, geospa-
tial visualization and temporal visualization. We place time and
geospace together since they are both traditionally dimensional
types of data.
3.4.1. Time Oriented Surveys
Here we cover surveys with a primary emphasis on time-series data
or visualization across multiple time-slices. The SoS summarizes
two surveys. The first paper provides a classification for visualiza-
tion of dynamic data. The second paper provides an understand-
ing of different ways to review slices of data within a Space-Time
Cube.
Cottam et al. review the impact of dynamic data on Informa-
tion Visualization, and how this data change can influence a visu-
alization’s discernability. This is done via the creation of a taxon-
omy that categorizes dynamic visualization techniques. The paper
defines dynamic visualizations as "visualizations that change over
time" [CLW12].
Cottam et al. present the dimensions of their classification be-
fore presenting their technique matrix. Each cell of the technique
matrix is reviewed, which gives an understanding of how the axes
interact with each other. These are then grouped into higher-level
identity groups, which represent how each classification cell would
update to a new state. The paper ends by matching techniques to
task scenarios.
The classification has three dimensions. The first dimension en-
velopes retinal (visual-based) categories, which include: (1) un-
changed (immutable) scales, (2) a known scale, (3) extreme bins
which categorize catch-all bins such as "100+", and (4) mutable
scales which are dynamic scales. The second dimension identifies
spatial categories such as fixed spatial dimension, mutable spatial
dimension, new spatial elements (create), and create and deleted
spatial elements. The third dimension depicts the higher-level iden-
tity groups: identity preserving changes, transitional changes, and
immediate changes (the figure is provided in the supplementary
material).
Cottam et al. consider that the taxonomy could be extended by
looking at additional spatial categories, such as "delete but not cre-
ate." The categories are not distributed evenly, so a study into why
is also suggested.
Bach et al. survey a variety of temporal data visualization tech-
niques and discuss how their operations can be used with space-
time cubes in order to create a simple visualization from the
2D+time model. [BDA∗14a] The paper discusses common static
space-time cube operations which includes time-cutting, time flat-
tening, time juxtaposition, space cutting, space flattening, sam-
pling, and 3D rendering. Bach et al. then present the taxonomy of
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Figure 17: Taxonomy of Space-Time cube operations created by
Bach et al. [BDA∗14a] Each operation gives a representation of
how the operation may work. Bold font indicates complete oper-
ations. Gray shading indicates non-leaf nodes. Image courtesy of
Bach et al. [BDA∗14a]
space-time cube operations that they have designed before giving
the reader a selected sample of multi-operation systems.
The taxonomy (see Figure 17) presents a classification of ele-
mentary space-time cube operations such as drilling, cutting and
chopping. These are broken down into sub-sections with schematic
illustrations in order to enable the user to easily understand what
effect the operation has. For example, the flattening section is bro-
ken down into planar flattening and non-planar flattening. Planar
flattening is broken down into orthogonal flattening and oblique
flattening.
There are many open research areas that are discussed within
the paper. Some of these include interaction techniques such as fo-
cus+context to use with different operations, research into opera-
tions for extended data dimensions, and understanding which oper-
ation is most appropriate for a given task.
3.4.2. Geospatial Focused Surveys
This section focuses on surveys that examine geo-spatial visualiza-
tion. The section provides an understanding, and classification, of
tasks for cartograms, a view of geospatial traffic data, and another
review of the use of cartographic visualization in information visu-
alization.
Chen et al. analyze various ways traffic data can be recorded
as well as some different approaches that are brought forward to
depict a combination of spatial, temporal, dimensional, and cat-
egorical visualization [CGW15]. They systematically review how
traffic data is captured. This is divided into three unique categories:
Location-Based, which records data as it appears at a fixed point, or
sensor range; Activity-Based, which may record data when a spe-
cific event is started or finished; Device-Based, recording from a
device which records information periodically such as a GPS. Each
of these has their own unique benefits and uses. Each data type can
be broken down into the four types mentioned previously: spatial;
temporal; dimensional; and categorical. Chen et al. begin by look-
ing at how the traffic data can be captured and discuss the different
ways this data can be processed. The main focus of the survey is
how the data is visualized. The paper provides examples of usual
design for time, spatial properties, spatio-temporal data, and multi-
property data.
To further improve the taxonomy of traffic data, Chen et al. struc-
ture the visual design types into the three main goals: Situation-
Aware Exploration and Prediction; Pattern Discovery and Clus-
tering; and Visual Monitoring of Traffic Situations. These goals
are clearly explained and then presented with relevant examples
[CGW15].
Chen et al. present analysis of situation-aware and immersive en-
vironments, as well as the design of huge spatio-temporal analysis
of online or streamed data, as open challenges in the field. Visual
Analysis of heterogeneous data, social transportation as an exam-
ple, is another area that requires more focused research.
A cartogram is a type of visualization that aims to combine sta-
tistical and geographical information where areas are scaled de-
pendent on statistical proportions. Nusrat and Kobourov study the
effectiveness of cartograms as a visualization tool, as well as com-
pare the effectiveness of different cartogram methods. The paper
presents a set of cartographic visualization tasks and their appli-
cation to information visualization [NK15]. Nusrat and Kobourov
begin by providing an overview of cartograms, with related litera-
ture for those who want to expand their knowledge of the subject.
They then present their design space for cartographic tasks and vi-
sual goals for cartogram usage. Both of these are coupled with clear
examples of when they could be selected.
Nusrat and Kobourov classify tasks by reviewing two hierarchi-
cal dimensions, analytic tasks such as identification, location, sorts
and clustering (see Figure 18). The second axis maps visualization
goals which includes the goal of the visualization, how a task is
carried out, features of the task, and the cardinality.
Nusrat et al. follow-up their previous survey with an extended
version [NK16b]. They start by presenting a history of cartographic
visualization, beginning with their origins in 1870. The paper ex-
amines the literature surveys related to cartograms, discussing what
is presented in each, before discussing the different design-types of
cartographic layouts as well as a task taxonomy extension of ‘Task
Taxonomy for Cartograms’ by Nusrat and Kobourov [NK15], their
applications, and their effectiveness.
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Figure 18: Task taxonomy for cartogram visualization courtesy of
Nusrat and Kobourov [NK15].
They introduce the three major design dimensions of carto-
graphic visualization: Statistical accuracy, geographical accuracy,
and topological accuracy. In addition, cartograms are sub-divided
into four different types which include contiguous, non-contiguous,
Dorling, and rectangular cartograms.
Nusrat and Kobourov pose a multitude of areas for future car-
togram research. Firstly, some of the design dimensions are under-
utilized, which could facilitate a paper comparing usage with less
used cartographic layouts. Cartograms normally only excel in one
of the three design dimension, and a study to mitigate errors in
the other two dimensions may allow for a better understanding of
cartogram usage. Some other areas of interest are the mapping of
multivariate data, memorability and recall within cartograms, un-
certainty within cartograms, and 3D cartographic visualization.
3.5. Coordinated Multiple View (CMV) Surveys
Coordinated Multiple Views (CMVs) surveys focus on literature
that examines the coordination or linkage between multiple views.
This section summarizes two papers related to the subject. The first
reviews the use of composite visualization and the second provides
an understanding of multi-faceted graph visualization.
Javed and Elmqvist examine different Composite Visualization
Views (CVVs), which are defined as "a visual composition of two
or more visual structures in the same view," and present their CVV
design patterns created via a literature survey [JE12]. They start by
discussing different CVVs, including their design patterns and ex-
isting formalisms. This is followed with an in-depth look at the dif-
ferent types of views (juxtaposed, integrated, superimposed, etc),
with examples of each. They then present their design space and
guidelines, as well as their 1-N classification table.
The authors look at different techniques and how the visualiza-
tion’s relations are classified. The grouping looks at the result of
merging two visual designs, the composite relation (juxtaposed, in-
tegrated, superimposed, overloaded, nested), as well as what data-
relation is created (item-item, item-group, etc).
Javed and Elmqvist suggest their design patterns are limited to
literature reviewed and therefore work can be invested into extend-
ing their framework. The design pattern is also limited to only
Figure 19: Examples of multiple facet representations within visu-
alization. Courtesy of Hadlak et al. [HSS15]
spatial relation and does not look at other composite visualization
views, such as interaction or animation.
Many surveys focus on only a single additional facet in order to
classify graphing techniques. Hadlek et al. aim to build on existing
surveys in order to create a more in-depth observation of four com-
mon facets: partitions, attributes, time, and space. Each of these
characteristics are discussed based on their relationship as well as
examples of how these graphs can be represented depending on the
hierarchy. Hadlek et al. focus on an output oriented perspective, and
optimize facet selection by focusing on their composition. These
compositions are given a representative visualization (seen in Fig-
ure 19) to discuss in detail in the content of the survey. Hadlek et al.
analyse visual design of the graph structure with a single additional
facet and graph structure with multiple additional facets. These are
sub-divided for each common facet. This is followed by analyzing
multiple instances of graph facets.
Each graph structure is split into five combinations. Whilst look-
ing at the spatial composition, an example is given for structure as
the base representation, partitions as the base representation, or a
balanced representation. A temporal composition has an example
for either structure as the base representation or partitions as the
base representation.
The paper notes the exploration of geo-spatial graph visualiza-
tion, by reviewing output or task taxonomy, has yet to be published.
Hadlek et al. also point out that some of the facets discussed had
very sparse usage such as temporal compositions. Finally, only four
facets were examined but there are many other extensions such
as provenance, uncertainty, heterogeneity, or text/annotations that
have little-or-no exposure which could be a new thread of research
to investigate.
3.6. Real-World and Applications
Many literature surveys focus on real-world scenarios and applica-
tions. This area covers a wide range of surveys including finance,
health-care, security, systems, software visualization, and visual-
ization frameworks.
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Figure 20: Ko et al.’s Categorization of surveyed papers via Keim’s visualization techniques taxonomy [KCA∗16, Kei02] .
3.6.1. Finance Focused Surveys
This section has a focus on survey papers related to finance visu-
alization. The survey summarizes one paper focused on different
sources of financial data and how they are visualized.
Ko et al. perform and present a study of visualization and visual
analytics of financial data. Economy is an important field for any
business which has led to financial data being a popular topic for
visualization in industries. They aim to utilize existing papers in
order to help researchers design better systems and understand new
research fields within the area [KCA∗16]. After discussing the sur-
vey scope, Ko et al. explore the types of data analyzed and some
data sources for each. Some examples of this include stock data,
transaction data, and fund data. The paper derives a classification of
techniques and provides examples of these uses before examining
the interaction methods and evaluation methods. This is followed
by an evaluation of the papers.
Ko et al. examine multiple ways to classify the gathered informa-
tion. The first classification tests the type of data used by each pa-
per, which indicates a heavy focus on stock data. The second clas-
sification discusses papers based on automated techniques, such
as K-means. The third looks at visualization techniques, based on
Keim’s technique taxonomy [Kei02] (see Figure 20). The fourth
categorization considers interaction methods and the final organi-
zation examines evaluation methods.
They propose that there are nine more business domains which
could have their visual analytics reviewed such as economic anal-
ysis, financial risk management, and portfolio management. They
also discuss the lack of research into company performance with fi-
nancial data and suggest this as an open field. An important area for
research is with automated visualization techniques, which industry
experts believe are important to facilitate a richer depth of informa-
tion. The final point they discuss is the use of heterogeneous data
to enable improved prediction models.
3.6.2. Security-based Literature Surveys
This section includes survey papers that present security systems.
One features a focus on visualization systems for network security
and another on malware analysis.
Shiravi et al. provide a comprehensive overview of network se-
curity visualization and present data sources for each. The paper
also provides a taxonomy that includes literature across five use-
cases [SSG12]. They present a table that provides potential data
sources for security visualization before giving an in-depth view
of five use-cases for reviewing network security and their related
papers. The use-cases are host/server monitoring, internal/external
monitoring, port activity, attack patterns, and routing behavior.
The taxonomy takes the form of a 2D table, sub-divided into five
sections representing the five use-cases. The taxonomy reviews the
type of visualization techniques and data source of each research
paper. It also includes the number of citations a paper has to em-
phasize systems that have more references, as well as signifying
whether the system is available online (the figure is provided in the
supplementary material).
Shiravi et al. present future research topics including situation
awareness in presenting information, user experience evaluation,
scalablity, occlusion in network security, privacy preservation and
novel ways to provide 3D imagery of the data.
Wagner et al. present a systematic overview and classification of
malware visualization systems used for visual analysis. The field
is gaining more and more interest due to the increasing threat of
malware attacks on user systems. Malware is defined as "any soft-
ware that does something that causes harm to a user, computer
or network" [WFL∗15]. They focus on malware systems for vi-
sual analysis. They first provide tools, discussed as data providers,
and provide a comparison of their usage. They present their mal-
ware visualization taxonomy and categorize each data provider in
a number of different classification groups.
Wagner et al. create three categories for malware visualization
systems: (1) Individual malware analysis which enables the system
to look at a single malware sample and learn about its individual
behavior. (2) Malware comparison which facilitates comparison of
a range of malware for viewing. (3) Malware summarisation that
outlines the behavior of different malware samples (see Figure 21).
They find that malware visualization is cleanly partitioned be-
tween each classification category and believe more work needs to
be done in creating a connection between categories. Using differ-
ent systems could cause unnecessary overlap for users which could
c© 2017 The Author(s)
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Figure 21: The 1D malware visualization taxonomy courtesy of Wagner et al. [WFL∗15]
be minimized with a system that could move through this catego-
rization. Some other challenges in the field include the integration
of more data sources, a stronger understanding of the requirements
for malware visualization, enabling expert analysis and external-
ization, and an increased focus on the relation between analysis
and visualization for malware.
3.6.3. Systems-based Surveys
This section focuses on Surveys that have an emphasis on classify-
ing systems. We summarize one survey paper in this section which
looks at performance visualization of large-scale systems.
Gao et al. present a review on papers designated for research-
ing performance visualization on large-scale systems. Gao et al.
define performance visualization as ‘the use of graphical display
techniques for the visual analysis of performance data’ [GZR∗11].
The paper aims to shed light on open research areas, and increased
discussion on the design of visual tools for these systems. The pa-
per provides a brief background of performance visualization and
how it functions.
Gao et al. classify performance visualization techniques using
four main categories. Simple visual structures which include statis-
tical charts with one or two variables, composed visual structures
that include a combination of simple chart views, interactive vi-
sual structures featuring structures that provide a variety of user
interactions, and focus+context which refers to visualizations with
mapping that is automatically modified without the need of user
interaction (the figure is provided in the supplementary material).
Some future work areas presented by Gao et al. include scal-
ability, user studies, and the synthesis of high-level context with
low-level detail.
3.6.4. Software Visualization Surveys
Software Visualization papers focus on visualizing aspects of soft-
ware creation. Diehl defines the topic as follows:‘Software visual-
ization encompasses the development and evaluation of methods
for graphically representing different aspects of software, includ-
ing its structure, its execution, and its evolution’ [Die07]. The SoS
summarizes one recent survey paper in this section that focuses on
the static aspects of software visualization.
Figure 22: Caserta and Zendra present a table that classifies meth-
ods that visualise the static aspects of software and the associated
literature [CZ11] .
Caserta and Zendra categorize visualization techniques that rep-
resent the static aspects of software and it’s evolution. The paper
defines visualization of the static aspects of software as ‘visualiz-
ing software as it is coded, and dealing with information that is
valid for all possible executions of the software’ [CZ11]. Evolu-
tion of software adds a temporal dimension to the visualization of
the static aspects of software. The paper provides a guide to papers
that feature code-line-centered visualization, class-centered visual-
ization, architecture visualization, and the visualization of software
evolution. They provide examples of different types of visual de-
sign for each and how they may be applied.
The hierarchical, 1-N, classification presents the representation
and visualization techniques used for each paper, and shows how
they fit into their taxonomy (see Figure 22).
Caserta and Zendra propose that it would be beneficial to invest
research into usability evaluation to find the most effective ways
to visualize the static aspects of software. There is also limited re-
search in navigation and interaction for 3D visualization within the
field.
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3.6.5. Surveys of Frameworks
This section examines the review of frameworks, which is defined
as ‘a basic structure underlying a concept’ [fra17]. The section
covers two surveys: the first presents a design framework survey
for bi-cluster visualizations and the second presents a framework
for emphasis in visualizations.
Sun et al. provide a survey focused on bi-cluster visualization,
design considerations, and applications. Bi-clusters "provide a rich
high-level abstraction that represents coordinated relationships be-
tween groups of entities of different types" [SNR14]. The advan-
tages and disadvantages are compared, and a five-level relationship
is presented to assist in design options that support user-tasks. The
paper describes the concept of bi-clustering and the five relation-
ship levels of the bi-cluster visualization design framework. These
include: entity level (single entity relationships), group level (entity
group relationships), bi-cluster level (coordinated relationships),
chain level (chained coordinated relationships), and the schema
level (schema level relationships). The paper also examines four
levels of interaction design: readability, navigation, parameter, and
object level.
Sun et al. provide a summary of the five-level design framework
for bi-cluster visualization. This incorporates the interaction design
level, major tasks, design choice, and trade-offs.
They identify three challenges in the field. The first challenge is
the creation of an example that implements design options across
all five levels of the framework. The second challenge discusses
traversal between the different levels. The final challenge suggests
optimal layout of bi-cluster chains in visualization.
Hall et al. present a mathematical Framework for Information
Visualization Emphasis (FIVE) by reviewing existing emphasis lit-
erature and frameworks [HPK∗16]. Some examples of emphasis
provided include highlighting regions of interest, animating data
points, and altering the size of data points. They first present a lan-
guage for emphasizing sub-sets of data, and present a table dis-
playing how their framework compares to previous solutions (see
Figure 23). The paper then discusses different types of emphasis
effects and how they can be used such as position, color, motion
and transparency. Finally, the paper discusses the opportunities to
use FIVE and some future directions for research.
The frameworks are split into three categories. (1) Magnification
- papers that describe magnification emphasis effects. (2) Beyond
magnification - papers describing non-magnification emphasis ef-
fects. (3) Data suppression - papers that focus on the creation of
emphasis effects through data suppression.
They provide four areas for future work: creating emphasis ef-
fects using under-explored visual variables and time variation, ex-
ploring alternative ways to vary data point prominence to create
emphasis effects, providing a richer space of how to define and
implement emphasis effects, and conducting empirical studies of
emphasis effects.
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Figure 23: Hall et al. present a table used to classify previous
emphasis frameworks to diagnose what types of emphasis are dis-
cussed, and compare them to FIVE [HPK∗16] .
3.7. Overview Surveys
Surveys that attempt to cover information visualization as a whole
are presented here. This section summarizes two papers that review
recent advancements in information visualization.
We summarize one survey that reviews the use of interactive
lenses in visualization. Tominski et al. aim to analyze the use of
interactive lenses in the context of visualization by reviewing the
different techniques used to create lenses, whilst also helping re-
searchers identify when to use interactive lenses. They discuss ap-
plicable data types such as geo-spatial data, why incorporating
lenses is beneficial to the user experience, and some important tech-
niques to be aware of if you are interested in this type of visualiza-
tion. An interactive lens is defined as ‘to provide an on demand al-
ternative visual representation of the data underlying a local area
of the screen’ [TGK∗14]. After introducing the model of the inter-
active lens as well as the discussion of lens usage, they segment the
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Figure 24: Lens Techniques categorised according to data types
and task. Courtesy of Tominski et al. [TGK∗16]
research into interaction types. This includes examination of mouse
and keyboard interaction, touch and multi-touch interaction, tangi-
ble interaction, tangible views and spatial interaction, gaze-based
interaction and head tracking. [TGK∗14]
The taxonomy of Tominski et al’s survey examines both the
data types that each visualization technique demonstrates (tempo-
ral, geospatial, flow, etc.), as well as the task that is achieved using
it (across a total of 43 papers). This taxonomy enables discussion of
possible future work such as the use of lenses for multi-user work
(see Figure 24).
After reviewing some survey notes, they suggest that the need
for more dynamic lenses with flexibility is an important design note
as well as useful for a more varied use of functionality. Although
mentioned in the survey, Tominski et al. would like to further in-
vestigate the development of multi-user or shared lenses, due to
the growth in high-resolution and interactive displays. Finally, the
idea of lens tool kits is an important focus area. Lenses are glob-
ally recognized visualization types but are in low use due to how
interwoven they are with visualizations. With big data becoming
a strong focus, this is something that needs further development.
Tominski et al. also provide an extended version of the classifica-
tion (see Figure 24) [TGK∗16].
Liu et al. create a comprehensive study on the domain of infor-
mation visualization. The aim of the paper is to derive an organi-
zation of the field, describing features, goals and state-of-the-art
approaches for each category [LCWL14]. The paper opens by ex-
amining the visualization pipeline and classification schemes. They
proceed to present their 1-N taxonomy of the literature landscape
within recent years, and present each topic whilst giving examples
of papers in the related area. This continues on to communicating
some technical challenges.
Liu et al. break their taxonomy down into four main categories:
empirical methodologies, interactions, frameworks, and applica-
tions. These categories are sub-divided into sub-categories (the fig-
ure is provided in the supplementary material). The classification
has a lot of overlap with our organization.
Liu et al. describe an abundance of open research areas includ-
ing usability, scalability, heterogeneous data, real-time visualiza-
tion, and uncertainty.
4. Future Work
At the end of most survey papers, it is common for the au-
thors to discuss future areas of work that are discovered over the
course of the survey. These challenges and research directions
have been compiled using SurVis, an online literature browser
[BKW16, McN17]. This enables us to find a number of future re-
search areas within Information Visualization.
The research topics found to have a high frequency (over 15%)
are listed in this section. Each topic provides a percentage of re-
cently summarized papers (40) that address a challenge found
within the surveys.
1. Evaluation (50%): The most frequent topic discussed for open-
research directions is visualization evaluation. This includes
user studies, qualitative studies, quantitative studies, and lon-
gitudinal studies. There is a strong focus on perceptual surveys,
that would clearly show where studies are limited within each
topic.
2. Missing Scenarios (40%): Many topics point out vacant re-
search scenarios within their classification tables. All of these
topics are subject specific, and can be viewed using our litera-
ture browser [McN17].
3. Scalability (35%): Scalability is still a very important trend in
visualization design at the moment. This includes large datasets,
the ability to move between views clearly, reducing clutter, and
improving visual understanding of complex views.
4. Interaction Techniques (28%): The use of interaction tech-
niques continues to be an essential part of visualization design
in the recent decade. Research that discusses ways to filter or
manipulate visualization seem to be an important topic in the
upcoming future.
5. Extended Data Dimensions (25%): Many surveys suggest that
new data dimensions can be explored in the field. This differs
from Item 2 by discussing the extension of a taxonomy.
6. Tools (20%): A number of papers describe the need for new
tools for their domain which includes a need for both generic
tools or frameworks to enable users to quickly use techniques
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[APS14]
[AMA∗14b]
[BDA∗14a]
[BBDW14b]
[BBR∗16a]
[BTK11]
[BKC∗13]
[CZ11]
[CGW15]
[CLW12]
[EF10]
[FHKM16a]
[FIBK16]
[GZR∗11]
[HSS15]
[HPK∗16]
[HW13]
[IGJ∗14a]
[JFCS15]
[JE12]
[JF16]
[KKC14]
[KKC15]
[KKCG15]
[KCA∗16]
[KK15a]
[LCWL14]
[LMW∗15a]
[NK15]
[NK16b]
[SHS11]
[STMT12]
[SSG12]
[SNR14]
[TGK∗14]
[VBW15a]
[VLKS∗11]
[WFL∗15]
[WSJ∗14]
[ZH15]
Table 6: The tables shows a breakdown of research directions dis-
cussed for each primary survey paper (highlighted green in Table
3). The directions displayed represent research areas that are dis-
cussed in more than one survey. This table corresponds to the 1-N
classification example shown in Figure 4 (B).
over multiple pieces of software, or context sensitive tools to
allow specific test or an understanding within the field.
7. Tasks (20%): 20% of papers suggest that a stronger focus needs
to be placed on exploring different tasks within each topic. This
would enable researchers more understanding when a technique
is appropriate, what approaches would produce the best output,
and what can be gathered from visualization design choices.
8. Fuzziness and Uncertainty (18%): Fuzziness and Uncertainty
are a growing topic within Information Visualization and the
results of our survey shows that this is a positive step. Visual-
ization aims to represent clear findings and it is therefore essen-
tial that and uncertainty is represented. This open research topic
was mainly suggested for text-focused surveys and multivariate
surveys. Although there are uncertainty surveys published, only
one of these fulfills one of our topics [DCK12], while the other
two are SciVis papers [PWL97, BAOL12], so this research area
is still open for research.
Our paper presents some interesting findings. Graph surveys and
text surveys have a large quantity of survey work in recent years.
This enables quite a large overview of the current landscape of
the topics but will also make it difficult to justify the creation of
new surveys in the field. There is a large quantity of user studies
across many fields yet there is little evidence of their use. Percep-
tual surveys are a great tool to analyze and document user-studies
within a field, with the two papers summarized in this category giv-
ing a greater understanding of their benefit and contribution to the
field [JF16,FIBK16] (see Table 6 and figure 25). We also look how
these papers are used in the field. We found that over 50% of survey
topics show a positive trend between surveys before and after 2010
(see Figure 26).
5. Limitations
There are some important considerations when looking at the im-
plementation of the Survey of Surveys. The SoS uses natural topic
clusters to classify literature in the field of information visualiza-
tion. This means that topics reviewed are naturally biased towards
surveys that have been published. A second limitation is that open-
research is only based on what is discussed within each survey and
this does not necessarily fully represent the current landscape of
the domain, as there is a possibility that papers have been presented
that fulfill open research directions between the publication of the
survey and the publication of the SoS. This means that the older the
paper, the more uncertain we are that the open research areas have
matured.
6. Conclusion
The SoS contributes a quantum step forward in literature surveys.
We present a novel classification of survey papers that enables the
reader to find recently published literature among a wide variety of
topics. The classification also enables users to easily spot areas of
open-research for survey publication, as well as an understanding
of broad open research topics in the field of information visualiza-
tion. The paper provides a basic systematization of classification
tables among the existing survey literature. It provides a valuable
starting point for both newcomers and experienced researchers in
c© 2017 The Author(s)
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Figure 25: Open research keywords collected across all recent, reviewed survey papers (2010-2017). ‘nis’ refers to papers not summarised.
‘n/a’ refers to summarised papers with no explicit open-research. Collected Keywords are reviewed using the SurVis Literature Browser
[BKW16, McN17].
visualization. We also believe it provides a valuable resource to
readers outside of the information visualization and visual analyt-
ics communities.
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